Abstract. In this paper we find exact formulas for the numbers of partitions and compositions of an element into m parts over a finite field, i.e. we find the number of nonzero solutions of the equation x 1 + x 2 + · · · + xm = z over a finite field when the order does not matter and when it does, respectively. We also give an application of our results in the study of polynomials of prescribed ranges over finite fields.
Introduction
Let n and m be positive integers. A composition of n is an ordered list of positive integers whose sum is n. A m-composition of n is an ordered list of m positive integers (m parts) whose sum is n. It is well known that there is a bijection between all m-compositions of n and (m−1)-subsets of [n−1] = {1, 2, . . . , n−1} and thus there are n−1 m−1 m-compositions of n and 2 n−1 compositions of n. Similarly, a weak composition of n is an ordered list of non-negative integers whose sum is n and a weak m-composition of n is an ordered list of m non-negative parts whose sum is n. Using substitution of variables, we can easily obtain that the number of weak m-compositions of n (i.e., the number of non-negative integer solutions to x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x m = n) is equal to the number of m-compositions of n + m (i.e., the number of positive integer solutions to x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x m = n + m), which is is the number of ways in selecting n-multisets from a set M with m elements, which is sometimes called n-combinations of M with repetitions. Disregarding the order of the summands, we have the concepts of partitions of n into m parts, partitions of n into at most m parts, and so on. For more details we refer the reader to [5] .
Let F q be a finite fields of q = p r elements. The subset problem over a subset D ⊆ F q is to determine for a given z ∈ F q , if there is a nonempty subset {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m } ⊆ D such that x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x m = z. This subset sum problem is known to be N P -complete. In the study of the subset sum problem over finite fields, Li and Wan [3] estimated the number, N (m, b, D) = #{{x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m } ⊆ D | x 1 + x 2 + · · · x m = z}, of m-subsets of D ⊆ F q whose sum is z ∈ F q . In particular, exact formulas are obtained in cases that D = F q or F Definition 1. A partition of z ∈ F q into m parts is a multiset of m nonzero elements in F * q whose sum is z. The m nonzero elements are the parts of the partition. We denote by M (m, z, F * q ) orP m (z) the number of partitions of z into m parts over F q . Similarly, we denote by M (m, z, F q ) orP m (z) the number of partitions of z into at most m parts over F q and byP (z) the total number of partitions of z over finite field F q .
We remark that N (m, z, F * q ) is the number of partitions of an element z over finite field F q such that all summands are distinct, and M (m, z, F * q ) is the number of partitions of an element z into m parts over finite field F q , dropping the restriction that all summands are distinct.
We also remark that in the study of polynomials of prescribed ranges over finite fields [4] there has arisen a need as well for counting the number M (m, 0, F q ) of partitions of 0 with at most m parts over finite field F q , which in turn leads us to answer a recent conjecture by Gács et al on polynomials of prescribed ranges over finite fields [2] .
In this article we first obtain an exact formula for the number of partitions of an element z ∈ F q into m parts over F q . Theorem 1. Let m be a non-negative integer, F q be a finite field of q = p r elements with prime p, and z ∈ F q . The number of partitions of z into m parts over F q is given byP
where Similarly, we have the following definition of compositions over finite fields.
Definition 2.
A composition of z ∈ F q with m parts is a solution (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) to the equation
with each x i ∈ F * q . Similarly, a weak composition of z ∈ F q with m parts is a solution (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) to Equation (1) with each x i ∈ F q . We denote the number of compositions of z having m parts by S(m, z, F The number of solutions to Equation (1) (or in more general way as diagonal equations) have been extensively studied. However, it is less studied the number of solutions (compositions) such that none of variables are zero. A formula for the number of compositions over F p is given in [1] . However, we are not aware of a general formula for arbitrary q so we also include such a formula here for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 2. Let m > 2, F q be a finite field of q = p r elements with prime p, and z ∈ F q . The number of compositions of z with m parts over F q is given by
It follows that
Using the fact that additive group (F q , +) is isomorphic to the additive group (Z r p , +), we obtain that the numbers of partitions and compositions of elements over Z r p are the same as the numbers of partitions and compositions of corresponding elements over F q .
Finally, we demonstrate an application of Theorem 1 in the study of polynomials of prescribed range. First let us recall that the range of the polynomial
is a multiset M of size q such that M = {f (x) : x ∈ F q } as a multiset (that is, not only values, but also multiplicities need to be the same). Here and also in the following sections we abuse the set notation for multisets as well. A nice reveal of connections among a combinatorial number theoretical result, polynomials of prescribed ranges and hyperplanes in vector spaces over finite fields can be found in [2] , which we refer it to the readers for more details. In this paper, we obtain the following result as an application of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Let F q be a finite field of q = p r elements. For every ℓ with q 2 ≤ ℓ < q − 3 there exists a mutiset M with b∈M b = 0 and the highest multiplicity ℓ achieved at 0 ∈ M such that every polynomial over the finite field F q with the prescribed range M has degree greater than ℓ.
We note that Theorem 3 generalizes Theorem 1 in [4] which disproves Conjecture 5.1 in [2] . In the following sections, we give the proofs of Theorems 1-3 respectively.
Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we prove Theorem 1. First of all we prove a few technical lemmas. Proof. Let x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x m = 0 be a partition of 0 into m parts. Then (x 1 + 1) + (x 2 + 1) + · · · + (x m + 1) = m is a partition of m ∈ F * q with at most m parts (if x j = p − 1 then x j + 1 = 0), but since x j = 0 there is no x j + 1 = 1. Moreover, there is a bijective correspondence of multisets {x 1 , . . . , x m } → {x 1 +1, . . . , x m +1}. Therefore, in order to find the numberP m (0) of partitions of 0 into m parts over F q , we need to find the number of partitions of m with at most m parts but no element is equal to 1. This means these partitions of m can have parts equal to the zero.
Let
We assume that the parts equal to 1 (if any) appear in the beginning of the list:
Conversely, each partition of m into m − 1 parts can generate a partition of m into m parts with the first part equal to 1. So the number of partitions of m into m parts with at least one part equal to 1 is equal to the number of partitions of m − 1 into m − 1 parts. Let U 0 be the family of partitions of m into m parts without zero elements and no part is equal to 1. Therefore
Let U 1 be the family of partitions of m with m parts with exactly one element equal to 0 and no element equal to 1. Let We note that these families of U i 's are pairwise disjoint and their union is the family of partitions of m into m parts with no part equal to 1. Therefore we havẽ
If m ≡ 0 (mod p) and m ≡ 1 (mod p), then m − 1 and m are both nonzero elements in F q . By Lemma 1, we can cancelP
Using the above two lemmas, we obtain the exact counts ofP m (z) when m ≡ 0 (mod p) and m ≡ 1 (mod p).
Lemma 3. If z ∈ F q and m is any positive integer satisfying m ≡ 0 (mod p) and m ≡ 1 (mod p) then we haveP
Proof. We note that there are In order to consider other cases, we use an interesting result by Li and Wan [3] , which gives the number N (k, b, F * q ) of sets with (all distinct) k nonzero elements that sums to b ∈ F q . Namely,
First we can prove
be the number of sets with k nonzero elements that sums to b ∈ F q and m > 1 be a positive integer. Theñ
Denote by U the family of all multisets of m nonzero elements that sums to the zero, i.e.P m (0) = |U|. Let B a be the family of all multisets of m nonzero elements such that a is a member of each multiset and the sum of elements of each multiset equal to 0. Namely, B a ∈ B a implies s∈Ba s = 0 and a ∈ B a . Obviously, U = a∈F * q B a . Now we will use the principle of inclusion-exclusion to find the cardinality of U. For distinct a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ F * q and k > m, it is easy to see that
because each multiset B a1 contains only m nonzero elements. Moreover, if k = m then the number of multisets in the union of intersections is N (m, 0,
Because x k+1 +· · ·+x m = −(a 1 +· · ·+a k ), the number of elements in the intersection B a1 ∩ B a2 ∩ . . . ∩ B a k is the same as the number of partitions of
We note that none of a i 's (i = 1, . . . , k) is equal to zero and N (k, b, F * q ) = N (k, 1, F * q ) for any b ∈ F * q . In particular, if k < m − 1, then the sum a 1 + · · · + a m−1 can be any element in F q and thus there are (q − 1)N (k, 1,
If k = m − 1 then the sum a 1 + · · · + a m−1 can not be equal to the zero, there are in total (q − 1)N (m − 1, 1, F * q ) such multisets contained in the intersection of m − 1 families of B ai 's.
Finally we combine the above cases and use the principle of inclusion-exclusion to complete the proof.
In the sequel we also need the following result.
Lemma 5. For all positive integers s, we have
q−1 j x j and series
We obtain
Therefore for s ≥ 1 we have
Finally multiplying both sides of the last equality by (−1) s we complete the proof.
Next we prove Theorem 1. In order to do so, we let
We assume q > 2. Obviously, by Lemma Let us consider m = up first. In this case, by Lemma 4 and Equation (3), we have:
Using Equations (5) and (2), we obtaiñ
After rearranging terms, we use Lemma 5, Lemma 3, Equations (3) and (4) to simplify the above as follows:
where we use Lemma 5 and
q to obtain the last equality. Now let us rewrite this as (6)
Similarly, for m = up + 1, we havẽ
Next we show D up+1 (0) = −D up (0) for all u ≥ 0 by the mathematical induction. The base case u = 0 holds because
for all 0 ≤ s < u and plug into the above formula we obtaiñ
+D up+1 (0), we conclude that D up+1 (0) = −D up (0). Hence it is true for all u ≥ 0. Using this relation we simplify Equation (6) tõ
and by usingP up (0) = 
Hence D jp (0) = q−1/p−1+j j for j = 0, 1, 2 . . .. Moreover, we use Equation (4) and D jp+1 (0) = −D jp (0) to conclude
Finally, together with Lemma 3 we complete the proof of Theorem 1. Finally we note that it is straightforward to derive the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let m be a non-negative integer, F q be a finite field of q = p r elements with prime p, and z ∈ F q . The number of partitions of z into at most m parts over F q is given byP
Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Obviously the result holds trivially for m = 1 because S 1 (0) = 0 and S 1 (z) = 1 for any z ∈ F * q . Moreover, when m = 2, it is easy to see that S 2 (0) = q − 1 and S 2 (z) = q − 2 where z ∈ F * q . Indeed, a + (p − 1)a = 0 for any a ∈ F * q , but a + x = z where z = 0 has a nonzero solution for each a ∈ F * q − {z}. Assume now m ≥ 3 and z = x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x m for a fixed z ∈ F q . We consider Now summing up these numbers we obtain
Therefore, when m = 2k, we have
Similarly for z = 0 and m = 2k, we have
Moreover, if m = 2k + 1 then we have
and similarly 2 + · · · + x un n = z where z ∈ F q and u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n are relatively prime to the q − 1 is given by S n (z). If x i is allowed to be zero, then the number of solutions is q m−1 . If all but one exponent, say for example u n , out of u 1 , . . . , u n are relatively prime to q − 1 and d = gcd(q − 1, u n ) > 1, then the number of the solutions of the corresponding diagonal equation, where all
Proof. Assume first that all of u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n are relatively prime to the q − 1. Because each mapping x → x ui is a bijection and thus the number of solutions of the diagonal equation above is equal to the number of the compositions of z into n parts. If gcd(u n , q − 1) = d and gcd(u i , q − 1) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, then we have a diagonal equation of the form
q then for all x n ∈ F * q z − x un n = 0 and thus the number of solutions to the above equation is
for d values of x n we have z − x un n = 0. Hence the number of solutions in this case is
Proof of Theorem 3
Let ℓ = q − m. The assumption q 2 ≤ ℓ < q − 3 implies that 4 ≤ m ≤ q 2 . As in [4] , we denote by T the family of all subsets of F q of cardinality m, i.e.,
Denote by M the family of all multisets M of order q containing 0 with the highest multiplicity ℓ = q − m and the sum of elements in M is equal to 0, i.e.,
We note that the polynomial with the least degree q − m such that it sends q − m values to 0 can be represented by
which uniquely determines a mapping
). In Lemma 2 [2] we found an upper bound for the number |range(F )| of the images of the polynomial with the least degree q − m such that it sends q − m values to 0, when m < p. Using this upper bound, we proved that, for every m with 3 < m ≤ min{p − 1, q/2}, there exists a multiset M with b∈M b = 0 and the highest multiplicity q − m achieved at 0 ∈ M such that every polynomial over F q with the prescribed range M has degree greater than q − m (Theorem 1, [4] ). This result disproved Conjecture 5.1 in [2] . In this section, we drop the restriction of m < p and then use the formula obtained in Theorem 1 to prove Theorem 3, which generalizes Theorem 1 in [4] . First of all, we prove the following result. . Now using Burnside's Lemma we obtain
In order to prove Theorem 3 it is clear that we only need to show
By Theorem 1, it is enough to show
for m = jp + 1 and
for all other cases, because
when m = jp and j ≥ 1.
For the cases m = 4 and m = 5, because q ≥ 2m, we can check directly that Inequality (13) holds and thus Inequality (11) holds.
We now show Inequalities (12) and (13) hold for m > 5 by using a combinatorial argument. Let G =< a > be a cyclic group of order q − 1 with generator a. Let M Let A be the set of all subsets of G with m − 1 elements. For each A = {a u1 , a u2 , . . . , a um−1 } ∈ A where 0 ≤ u 1 < u 2 < . . . < u m−1 < q − 1 we can find a multiset M = {a u1 , a u1 , a u2 , a u3 , . . . , a um−1 } corresponding to A in the unique way. We can use notation s (i) to denote an element s in a multiset M with multiplicity i. Hence the above multiset M can also be denoted by
The set of all these multisets M , denoted by M 1 , has |A| = q−1 m−1 elements.
For each i satisfying m − 1 > i ≥ 2 and i | d, we let S i =< a i > be a cyclic subgroup of G with i . For each fixed t such that 0 ≤ t < i and gcd(i, t) = 1, we can construct a multiset corresponding to B as follows:
where a m is arbitrarily element in G. For each fixed t this class of multisets formed from C i is denote by M Hence both Inequalities (12) and (13) are satisfied. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
